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oppressive - ten years ago al gore claimed we had 10 years to save the planet from global warming as pointed out in this
communist bs cbs news report from early 2006 unless drastic measures to reduce greenhouse gases are taken within the
next 10 years the world will reach a point of no return gore said, global warming beyond the tipping point scientific
american - global warming beyond the tipping point the world s most outspoken climatologist argues that today s carbon
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oregon air national guard if we are to have any chance of altering our current course in time to make a difference the effort
will take all of us, report massive radiation leak at fukushima plant - report massive radiation leak at fukushima plant
extremely high levels being detected outside reactor officials can t explain why expert warns of global threat it s a disaster of
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melbourne and victoria - news and breaking news headlines online including latest news from australia and the world read
more news headlines and breaking news stories at herald sun
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